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About This Game

After awakening from her coffin, Arra recalls little but the last words spoken by her father, “Destroy the Amber Throne.”
Looking into the sky, she finds what was once his magnificent castle is now floating in the sky, far above the world below. Arra

must find a way to reach the castle before others catch wind of it, lest the powerful Amber Throne fall into the wrong hands.

Amber Throne is a traditional JRPG-styled game that focuses on turn-based battling and some light exploration. The game
features a large cast of unique monsters that change stances depending on actions taken during combat, and a party with mostly

mixed hybrid roles to deal with them. Learning monster behavior and how your skills affect them is essential to reaching
victory.

 Fully painted world with diverse settings and unique characters.

 Many monsters with multiple stances and behaviors to master.
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 Five party members each with their own skills and advantages.

 Crafting for the game's best equipment and items.

 12-15 hour-long story with optional content and exploration.

The game is a bit more atmospheric and ambient than most JRPG-styled games, with emphasis on theme and mood, hopefully
making it feel a bit different to experience!

Controls

Shift to Run

Arrow Keys to Move

Z / Enter to Confirm

X / Esc For Main Menu Or Cancel

F5 For Fullscreen

D+hold For Skipping Dialogue
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Title: The Amber Throne
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Joshua Missile
Publisher:
Joshua Missile
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.3 GHz equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 900 MB available space

Additional Notes: Runs at 640x480

English
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this is what HDTF wishes it could be. CoD DLC 5 Zombies Chronicles 8+ maps and mod tools.
Just remaster Mob of the Dead, Nuketown, Five, and Buried that would make my year.. A VR Version of the Classic Arcade
Game 'Asteroids'
Pros
- $2 for this game is well worth it. It is very much like a $0.25 arcade machine, that is currently best enjoyed in, say, 15-20
minutes spurts. Of course you can play as long as you like, but if you're looking for a epic space saga, you might want to try
something else.
- The reflections off of the cockpits from the surrounding space is fantastic, and aids to the sense of motion.
- The pitch and yaw controls have a realistic feel to them (e.g., you can't turn and stop on a dime), and forces you to kind of
predict your shots. Firing with 'your hands in the air like you just don't care' will likely leave you more frustrated.
- Having an asteroid pass right by your ship, and trying to keep track of it is very immersive.
- There is something cool when you have the boss ship (?) heading towards you, and after lining up the shot , you take it down.
- You have to grip the joystick in order to move your ship. Nice touch of realism, but after 25 minutes of playing, my wimpy
arm started to tire, and was not sure if I could take my raised arm and place it on my chari's arm rest, and still maintain control.

Cons
- Could use a 'reset view' option. I'm sitting in a rotating chair with wheels; on occassion I would shift in my chair, and then I
would be a little off center while in the cockpit.
- While the controls are relatively straightfoward, a brief explanation of what they are would not hurt either.
- It seems you are stuck in one place, and rotating 360 degrees in all axes. This works well from a gun turret perspective, but in
thinking this was like Asteroids, I half expected some form of thrust control. Not a bad thing, just not what I was expecting.
- I was expecting all asteroids to be coming form space, and heading towrds earth. Sometimes, when looking at earth, it looks
like some asteroids are being shot towards me from earth's surface. Maybe the smaller asteroids are caught in earth's orbit, and
are circling? (if so, being able to hunt them down would be cool).
- Some asteroids, when hit, have a very 2-D feel to them, and feel kind of 'meh' when you hit them (this is in comaprison to the
great 3-D effect of an asteroids passing by your ship).
- If an asteroid gets past you and heads towards earth, there seems to be no consequence. I guess if this game had a 'Missile
Command' aspect to it, I might have an issue with it. While having the earth as a constant background adds to the feeling of
movement and tracking, it does feel weird that the earth is impervious to asteroid strikes.
- How does global scoring works? The number 1 person (the developer, I presume) had a score of 1800. After my 2nd try, I got
a score of almost 4,000, but the global leader board had my original score of 810.

Overall, I am pleased with the purchase, despite my complaining above. I had fun with it.. The game is really fun and the
combat is not boring. The art style of the game is unique and makes the experience of playing through it even better. The story
of the game is interesting and keeps you wanting to play to the end.. Manages to be even more maddening than *that* level in
Battletoads. Loved the first three-quarters. Wanted to throw the keyboard for the last quarter. Finished it anyway.

9\/10. Only loses a point because I had several really nasty clipping issues that made me have to relaunch the game. Luckily it's
very generous with save points and I didn't lose that much progress.. Zombies with mods. Do you need to know anything else?.
Bought it for the Zombies Mod tools like everyone else.... What are you waiting for comrade?. This is a great puzzler in the
genre of the connect 3(4\/5) of the same thing to clear. Halloween themed and a variety of map shapes and levels to keep things
interesting to the very end. Great for all the family and good clean fun. Sounds are well done, graphics are good for this type of
game.

If you like "bejewelled" style games and are in the market for a cheap themed game, I recommend this one. Achievements and
unlocks are there for added play value.

Would trick or treat again.
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As someone who uses Banana Farms in every game, it's nice to see something new and fresh, don't know about the full price
though.. i got it at 40% off as a new release, this was worth for me.. Cool game with nice features

Recruiting citizens is mega fun

And this president is better than Trump, lol. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!

I regret big time buying this game, the driving is like driving an ice cube. The graphics not good at all on maxed specs. Same as
a Java game. Also not as fast as you think and is pure terrible, I regret big time buying this game,. This one really surprised me,
went beyond my expectations and hopes. It really shows how much love and effort went into making this game.
I do have to note that in no moment I came across any of the game breaking / severe bugs that seems to have hit some people.
 Pros:
  +Fantastic art-style
  +Deceptively simple combat with a place for tactics
  +Nice sound-track
  +Good story

 Cons:
  -Pretty small resolution (600x480)
  -A couple small bugs here and there
  -The crippling slow move speed

. I have played a lot of RPGs and this one stuck out to me to be one of the best. I love the hand painted characters and
backgrounds. The monsters were unique and different from normal rpgs. If I had to put in what I did not like about the game the
only things that come to mind would be it was not long enough and at times the enemies seemed overpowered. Other than that I
really loved it.. Definitely the best of Half-Life expansion packs, but this game is HARD. This game on the easiest difficulty is
harder than Half-Life on the hardest difficulty. Be prepared for that. But it's certinaly manageable on the easiest difficulty and
worth the play because like most expansion packs from the 90's, this game is SUPER creative with the concept at hand. It
introduces creative new weapons (You can use the ceiling-tenticles as kind of a grappling hook!), creative new enemies, and it
even introduces a new gameplay mechanic; climbing ropes, and it was handled fairly well too. The level design is also a little
different from Half-Life's. You're still in Black Mesa, but the game throws totally new areas your way that you wouldn't expect
to see in Half-Life. The new monster designs aren't quite as well done as Half-Life's (a lot more cartoony in Opposing Force),
but they're still neat and creative. Definitely worth a try.. This was almost as engrossing as Half-Life actually was. Of course,
you can't beat God (Half-Life, in this case) if you're an angel (OF), God is God for a reason! And that's the stupidest analogy
I've ever made up, but bear with me, games like Opposing Force are never easy to make justice in words. But what I mean is,
even though this game can't beat Half-Life, it was incredible. I'm not going to lie; I found certain things a tiny, tiny tiny tiny bit
more "WOOOAAHHH" than Half-Life, but y'know... HALF-LIFE, MAN.

Something that amazed me from the game is the fact I was actually busting my♥♥♥♥♥to save every grunt I encountered. I
loathed these bastards in Half-Life and Blue Shift; I mean, they killed the poor scientists/security guards and actually enjoyed it!
It was so sad! And I'm so used to killing them that every time I encountered a group of HECU marines, I'd panic and start
shooting them. Then I'd be like "Oh. Right", and pressed the F9 key (my reload last save). At first I didn't mind and let them
die, but dammit, they grew on me, to the point I'd truly be attempting to save them. I just felt fond of them. Except for the grunt
that pushes the scientist when he's asking for Freeman when you're about to board the Osprey in which you're supposed to
escape. That grunt I killed. ALSO, TWO GRUNTS ABANDONED ME IN CHAPTER 11 (The Package). I WENT TO
EXPLORE A ROOM AND WHEN I GOT OUT THEY JUST DISAPPEARED.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

Getting more serious now, something that really impressed me from Opposing Force besides the guns, the Race X and the new
"puzzles", was the large-scale battles you can have at times. If you take care of your squad, you can have a group of at least four
grunts with you. So when you encounter a lot of enemies, the fights are phenomenal! Sadly, this only happened once to me, I
was barely able to get three grunts to follow me most of the time because some grunts were just too stubborn and stupid to
follow me. This is the strongest flaw I encountered in the game; the grunts' AI is really stupid in the vast majority of the time.
And they were also generally pretty useless in battle, and I'm not even counting the times I died because of friendly fire.
However, there was one time in which I was able to have an epic Black Ops-Shock Troopers-HECU battle. Replayed it about
four times just to repeat the breathtaking sequence. Unfortunately, it was hard to achieve and generally I spent too much time in
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the game trying to get everyone to follow me, which is simply precious game-time wasted. This is quite disappointing, in my
opinion, since the rest of the game is of such extreme quality.

Being someone who's mostly played modern games, I have to say Opposing Force (as well as HL and BS) looks really good and
its graphics are not bad at all for being a nearly twenty year old game. And even if the graphics were terrible (they're decent, in
my opinion), the game would make up for it with its fantastic atmosphere, gameplay, battles, bosses, guns, ambiance and so
forth. I also adored Gordon's direct and indirect appearances; his "employee of the month" photograph (was that his office?), his
constant mention by the grunts and finally his Chapter 6 ("We Are Not Alone") direct appearance: where you actually see him. I
seriously replayed that sequence seven times. I LOVE WHEN GAMES CONNECT WITH EACH OTHER SO DIRECTLY.
Thinking that while you're still fighting your way through Black Mesa, Gordon is beating the crap out of Gonarch and everyone
(or everything?) else. Opposing Force is, quite simply, a passionate application of creative design. I seriously cannot wait for
Tripmine Studios' remake.

Definitely recommend the game. But as I also said on my BS review; only play it if you have played Half-Life. Otherwise, the
game might feel dull to you and you won't understand the storyline, and won't be able to fan-girl over Gordon's
appearances/mentions... well... if you're a crazy fan. Like me.. I have bought this game due to my interest in RPG classic games,
especially because the MENU system reminds of Final Fantasy series...
I have played it for around 7 hours now, and it's been what I expected it to be, ( the game is indeed playable in FULL SCREEN
) the storyline is interesting and you get the feeling of playing a novel.
So far so good, I'll update as I keep on playing!. I've played a couple hours and I've read a few other reviews. The first thing I
want to say is: YES this game is worth your money. That being said, the reason I love this game is because it takes me back to
my youth when I played games like Earthbound, Chrono Trigger, and later Xenogears (as well as the Final Fantasy Series of
course). The mute main character is hugely nostalgic for me, personally. The soundtrack really enhances the overall vagueness
of the setting and the plot. Speaking of which, I've seen some others complain about the lack of direction in an (impressive)
open world. I personally love it.

The combat is a simplistic "rock-paper-scissors" system but I thoroughly enjoy it so far! I keep catching myself thinking of
ways I would have tweaked the combat and the skill system but then I remember that isn't the point of this game. From what I
can tell, the point IS the simplicity. I love how casual it is while also providing for interesting encounters. One last note: the
turning enemy spawns "on" and "off" with the shrine/pillar things is genius! It's even explained lore-wise!

All in all, I love it and I strongly recommend it to anyone seeking an experience similar to the games I mentioned above!. This
game certainly has potential but it fails to provide an entertaining experience for me.
Pros:
Enemies are challenging
Cons:
Same sfx used for several different weapons (IE the starting rifle and pistol sound identical)
No options to alter video, audio or any aspect of the game
Collision between player and the environment is incredibly buggy
  -Pressed space while swimming and was left immobile
  -Seemed to slide down stairs if I was not moving up them
  -Found it easy to become stuck in things like elevators
Numerous crashes during gameplay

Again the idea behind this game is great; a vanilla old school shooter akin to Doom, Serious Sam etc. But the game just seems
unpolished and half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥to the point where I feel ripped off despite having only spent 4.68 on the game.
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